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Polyr is a 4-voice polyrhythm generator that can handle the speed of 
playback up to turning the polyrhythm into a chord.
Theory tells us that the relationship between two or more rhythms is perfectly superimpo-
sable to the relationship between the frequencies of two or more notes. Therefore, if we 
speed up the execution of a given polyrhythm, we obtain a musical interval equal to the 
ratio between the polyrhythms themselves. For example, the interval of a perfect fifth is 
given by the ratio 2:3 of two frequencies. So if we construct a polyrhythm of 3 out of 2 and 
speed it up we get a perfect fifth.
This device therefore allows us to do two things: 
1) create "traditional" polyrhythms
2) create chords from polyrhythms and vice versa.
As you can imagine, the most interesting part is obtained in the transitions between the 
two behaviors.
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your instrument

Usage

slow
perform the polyrhythm as a chord or as a rhythm 
slowing up and down the tempo

* only accepts 2 or 3 notes simultaneously, with the following note configurations:
     2 notes all intervals (minor second, major second, minor third, major third, ...) 
     3 notes only these triads, only in root positions: major, minor, augmented, diminished, major7 triad, 
                  majorMA7 triad, minor7 triad, minorMA7 triad. Seventh chords are to be considered without 
                  the fifth degree
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toggle
Start/stop playback
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subdivisions
Choose the subdivision of each line 
manually or with a interval/chord

free or MIDI
choose whether to control the 
device manually or use MIDI notes 
input to change the chord*

put a polyr device on a MIDI track. 
Put an instrument after it: experiment with different instruments to build different 
timbres.
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time base value
- BPM: good if you want to do a”traditional” polyrhythm
- root: choose a note, perfect if you want to make a specific chord
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your instrument

note out
choose notes, velocity and lenght of 
every line that comes out from device.
note out Knob changes all the 4 notes 
cromatically but you can adjust them 
manually typing on the four boxes.

enable/disable a line
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DOWNLOAD
http://gum.co/polyr
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enable/disable a line

Usage - polyr bro

put a polyr_bro device on a audio or MIDI track. It will work as an audio effect. 
Basically it is a square wave tremolo (so very hard one!) for every polyrhythm line.

dry/wet
balance between original 
and altered sound

sound
(live or recoded)

length
length of the fragment of sound that 
you can hear on every beat.
Basically it’s the duty-cycle of the 
square wave of the tremolo.


